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Parametrizing the efficiency

•Efficiency is defined as a ratio of two classes.
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f(x): Tagger used for discrimination

x: Variables used for discrimination

theta: Variables that captures the efficiency dependencies 

Smooth parametrization in multi-dimension 
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Leading motivation - MC stat

• Generating  enough MC stat ,especially for the background of 
rare signals  is a real issue at the LHC. 

• Clear examples are Hbb/cc, (ttH, VH, etc..) analyses.  

Observation of Hbb coupling

Dominant 
… since RUN 1 analyses!

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269318307056
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A word about b-tagging

b-hadron 

 Discriminant f(x)

b-tagging taken as an example but the work can be applied to any efficiency estimation 
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The issue of MC stat

Light-Jets are classified as b-jets with a rate of around 1 %
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After Tagging

MC sample

c-jets are classified as b-jets with a rate of around 10 %

For a b-jet efficiency of 70 %: 

identification efficiency is low for c- and light-jets:
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Truth Tagging - generalities

•TT is a weighting technique where all events are retained and weighted with the expected efficiency/mistag values

•x =  input to the discriminant  
(IP properties, Secondary vertex 
etc) 

•theta = Parameters used to derive 
the parametrization 

(jet-pt,jet-eta, others…) 
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The choice of theta

•The choice of theta is crucial and not 
trivial  

•Theta is not typically fully known 

•A set of variables correlated with the 
tagging decision driven by prior physics 
considerations 

•Theta and x have typically no overlap 

a b-jet

Efficiency map  for b-jets

jet-pT

jet-|eta|

•In ATLAS the b-tag efficiency 
parametrization is carried out in 
2D (jet-pT, jet-eta maps). 

bias observed and large syst 
associated with these maps Example from 

ATLAS
VHbb RUN1 paper

https://arxiv.org/abs/1409.6212
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Truth Tagging in ATLAS

•A dependence on the jet-jet angular distance 
was observed in boosted regimes 

• Also depends on the flavor of the close-by jet. 
Not trivial to cope with.  

at small angles, the map-based approach  

DeltaR(j-j)
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MC data after tagging

Truth tagged MC

Wrongly associated track
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Generalization
• A desirable feature of the parametrization is generalization, i.e. Is it applicable to different sample? 

• Example: Consider a QCD and a ttbar sample.  

1.  Parametrization is derived on the QCD sample and works well there. 

2. Would that parametrization work on a ttbar sample

Invariant Mass
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MC data after tagging

Truth tagged MC

Invariant Mass
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MC data after tagging

Truth tagged MC

QCD sample ttbar sample
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Generalization
•Conditions for a “universal” parametrization (typically depends on the phase-space of interest for the 

analyses)

•The key is an appropriate choice of theta 

•If theta becomes large, not easy to come with large stat fluctuation
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The main limitations of map-methods

1. Theta typically not fully known. Do not generalize 

2. Increase in dimension of the maps require appropriate smoothing in multi-dimension 

3.One map for each flavor. Need to control  several maps. This is impractical  
Indeed never really worked…

We propose a NN approach to solve these issues
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• Would be better to directly access multidimensional maps

A NN approach

gentle explanation

Loss function:

• This is a density ratio estimation, the num and den remain independently unknown

—-> GNN
1. A priori the parameters theta are not fully known. Could be inferred directly during the training 

2.We need to cope with jet-jet dependency in every event where the number of jets is not fixed

Additional considerations:

• Let’s start with a simple feed-forward NN with input theta* = (jet-pt, eta, deltaR, flavor of closest jet)  
the * indicates that this set is a subset of theta which only accounts for the closest jet

1

Njets

NjetsX

j=1

�(istagj)log(✏NN (✓⇤)j)� (1� istagj)log(1� ✏NN (✓⇤)j) ✏NN (✓⇤) ⇡ p
tag

(✓⇤)

p
tag

(✓⇤) + p
non-tag

(✓⇤)

https://tiao.io/post/density-ratio-estimation-for-kl-divergence-minimization-between-implicit-distributions/
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Physical space Graph

(pt,eta,phi,flavor)

(pt,eta,phi,flavor)

GNN review

https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.01261
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Graph

(pt,eta,phi,flavor)

(pt2,eta2,phi2,flavor2)

(pt,eta,phi,flavor)
(pt2,eta2,phi2,flavor2)

• Note that (deltaR,fj) is not given explicitly but rather 
inferred during the training 

• For this the input to the NN is not theta directly but a 
different set Theta is used

Physical space
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Graph

•  learning efficiencies with inter-object correlations 
and object-environment dependencies 

• Flexible in terms of number of jets 

• Permutation invariant 

Physical space
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The model
NN(Set of jets) —->  eff_j, for each jets
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The model

Loss function:

• theta = variables influencing the true efficiency  

• Theta = Variables used as input to the NN  - theta is a function of  g(theta) inferred by the NN 

output in the event e for the i-th jet:

downsampling factor for unbalanced dataset. 

for GNN solved by enlarging batch size and fixing mu = 1
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The Toy Model

•pt, eta and phi distribution sampled using functions 

•True efficiency given by the following formula:  
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Results 1
•1tag region, leading jet is b-tagged 

•In the efficiency map approach the jet-jet dependencies are marginalized out  
Leaving a sample poor deltaR modeling as well as a sample dependency 

✏map(pT , ⌘) =
R
✏(pT , ⌘,�R)d(�R)
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Result 2 
•2tag region, leading and sub-leading jets are b-tagged 
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Results 3 - Generalization

•Is the model able to generalize to a different sample? 
• Changed generation, scalar particle (m0 = 90 GeV) decaying into two quarks 
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Conclusions

•We propose a new method to parametrize efficiency in a multidimensional space 

•Looking to implement this in ATLAS, this could be used for cases where a variable number of objects as well as inter-objects 
dependencies needs to be taken into account.

•The main advantages are:  

1.  In one go have a parametrization for b-, c- and light jets instead of dealing with several binned maps 

2.  Flexible in terms of event efficiency obtained combining  different single-jet efficiencies 

3.  No need to know a priori the relevant parameter theta 

4.Generalize well to sample on which it was not trained 
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• x = input variable to the discriminant - not used for the parametrization 

• theta = variables influencing the true efficiency  

• Theta = Variables used as input to the NN  - theta is a function of  g(theta) inferred by the NN 

Recap of the nomenclature and methodology

e

e

e
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Discussion
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Inside the GNN

Note that the sum is permutation 
invariant

(pt,eta,phi,flav)

f(jet-jet) ~ Delta R(j,j)

h(jet)

hidden representation then used to 
approximate the efficiency for each jet

•Three GN block are concatenated 
•Relu and tanh activations functions 
•Stochastic gradient descent 
•Batch size of 5000 events - relevant especially for light jets 
•dout is 256 
•Used 20 NN with random weight initialization 


